


COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Black Rock Canines was founded in October 2017 to meet the United States' 
congressionally-recognized need for healthy and high-performing Military 
Working Dogs (MWDs) and canines for law enforcement. Our breeding 
program is concentrated primarily on Belgian Malinois, German Shepherds, 
and Labrador Retrievers, with other breeds available based on need.  

CORE COMPETENCIES 

Black Rock Canines is able to help all law enforcement and government 
agencies with their requirements for the healthiest and highest-performing 
working dogs suited to patrol, detection, and tracking work. We provide green 
environmentally conditioned dogs at 9+ months, suited for detection (single 
purpose) or patrol and detection (dual purpose) work. 
 
We also provide training for teams, where the canine and handler are certified 
together for detection and patrol work. Senior Advisor Frank Reda oversees our 
breeding and environmental conditioning programs. Frank has 20+ years 
experience training and evaluating canine teams, and currently serves as a 
subject matter expert and trusted specialist for the Department Of Homeland 
Security for K9 training, deployments and operational readiness assessments. 

DIFFERENTIATORS 

• Our dogs are born and bred on our farm in the United States, with full 
transparency and accountability since birth into health, temperament, 
performance, and training. 

• Our dogs are subjected to comprehensive genetic testing in order to minimize the possibility of 
passing along congenital disorders. 

• Our dogs are subjected to extensive environmental conditioning and testing, ensuring that they are 
able to perform in and around potential environmental stressors including automobiles, trains, boats, 
airplanes, crowds, and gunfire. 

• Our dogs are tested to ensure that their temperaments are appropriate for their future roles. 
• We provide a lifetime guarantee that all of our dogs are free from common genetic defects.

Black Rock Canines Capabilities for 
Government and Law Enforcement

COMPANY DATA 

DUNS Number: 
081061770 
CAGE Code: 81NB0 
EIN: 82-4185968 

NAIS Codes: 112990, 
115210, 316998, 
541990, 611519, 
611699, 812910 

Black Rock Canines 
is a Service-Disabled 
Veteran-Owned 
Small Business.

Visit our 35+ acre farm in Naugatuck CT 
or our sales office in the NYC-bound 
downtown Fairfield CT train station. 

Hours are by appointment only. 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

David Rivera, CEO 
(833) BR-CANINES 
(833) 272-2646 
david@blackrockcanines.com 
www.blackrockcanines.com


